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Purpose

• We were tasked with collecting a corpus of data to study language interaction
  • Emphasis on intentions
• Two years ago, we presented Pragbot, which collected 100 transcripts
  • Thanks Karl Schultz et al.
• Last year, we presented Pragbot 2.0, which was a 3D version
  • Lacked in an interesting game dynamic
Pragbot 1.0 Review
Pragbot 2.0 review
Pragbot 2.1

The game is currently in chat mode. When you and your partner are ready, press the Game Mode button to begin.
Pragbot 2.1 gameplay

• Two players coordinating to contain and destroy badguys
  • That means the badguys move!
• Rescue hostages, defuse bombs, keep CMDR alive
• Players have to develop a strategy to keep the badguys from escaping
  • Escape of one badguy results in a loss
Pragbot 2.1 gameplay

• CMDR and JR see badguys, and they react
  • Retreat in the case of badguys, guards will do nothing
• CMDR will kill a badguy if he stares long enough
  • JR can only make a badguy retreat
Pragbot 2.1 dynamic environment

- In older versions, the environment was static
- Moving badguys mean the environment is dynamic
- You cannot establish a full strategy ahead of time and proceed silently
- Great for interesting transcripts
The game is currently in chat mode. When you and your partner are ready, press the Game Mode button to begin.

me: Hello CMDR, what's up?
Player is typing
CMDR: Not much
The game is currently in chat mode. When you and your partner are ready, press the Game Mode button to begin.

me: Hello CMDR, what’s up?
Player is typing
CMRD: Not much
The game is currently in chat mode. When you and your partner are ready, press the mode button to begin.

me: Hello CMDR, what's up?
Player is typing
CMDR: Not much

I resumed the game.

A new chat mode. Click 'Game Mode' to unpa the game.

I resumed the game.

A new badguy escaped! There are remaining badguys!

I badguys have escaped. Mission failed.

Two badguys have escaped. Mission failed.

For Left, Game Over. Further actions will not be logged.
Pragbot 2.1 environment
Team Pragbot

- Pragbot has benefited from the work of many
- Going to spend some time discussing the contributions of other folks, then talk about future directions of Pragbot
Cadets
Cadets

• Joe Lucas and Cary Hooper were our guests for 2 weeks
• Played a ton of games, and really helped narrow down a lot of bugs
• Also provided a lot of suggestions that have made it into the final version
We played a couple good games today and discovered some interesting stuff.

1) If the commander is the only one to enter and exit chat mode, the game usually will not freeze
2) After getting the chat minimization error, cmdr tried to chat anyway, freezing jr
3) One game we were able to save all hostages and diffuse all bombs but there was still one bad guy on the map that we could not find (we think he was stuck in a wall because jr got flipped and cmdr could right him (only to have him immediately flipped again))
4) The win message appears after all terrorists are found (but hostages and bombs can remain on the map), so all objectives should be completed before this message appears
5) After the “win” message appears, any characters continue moving in the direction they were moving at the time of the victory (but entering chat fixes that)
6) It mainly freezes when going from chat to game, not game to chat

Some things that we thought could add to the game:
1) add a “partner is typing” message to the chat so you know if your partner has something to say (they may be typing something long and you going back to game mode could cut them off)
2) maybe include a big “chat mode” message across the game interface when the other players switches to chat mode (often if one player switches the other player doesn’t notice and may think they froze)
3) Different way to kill enemies. The two solutions we thought of were pressing a button while looking at them or having to stare at them longer. The commander would sometimes kill enemies simply by sweeping over them and not even notice
4) multiple doors in rooms (so that terrorists can escape and are not cornered in rooms by cmdr)

Bigger picture changes:
1) Add information that can be found by jr or cmdr and sent up to a “higher” entity. This exchange of information between jr and cmdr and cmdr and “higher” may force more communication.
2) Time constraints may cause a different kind of natural language to be collected then there is already (and a kind more applicable to a stressful situation)

GUI
1) Maybe a button to enter chat (right now entering and exiting chat are the only need for the mouse, so making the keyboard the only interface may make gameplay more smooth)

I hope this stuff is helpful. I think the cmdr being the only one with chat clearing up a lot of bugs may be a breakthrough. Beating the game may also have provided the first complete log.
Pragbot Replayer

• Developed by Ryan Gormley
• Idea is to visually replay games of Pragbot
• Really enhances the text transcript
Pragbot Replayer
Future of Pragbot 2.1

• Transcript collection is still essential
• I’ve already tricked everyone I know into pilot games
• How can we collect lots and lots of transcripts?
• What are the research implications of a game like this?
Transcripts

- Server is still logging all conversations
  - And actions for replaying
- Chris Potts has already demonstrated the use of Mechanical Turk
- What about this version of Pragbot?
Serious Games

• Serious games are an increasingly popular research topic
• Pragbot has the ability to capture transcripts and replay games
• Scenarios, characters, maps, etc. can be easily recast to other situations
  • Mitch really wants to make a version with wizards and witches for middle school kids
Serious Games

• Lots of work to be done in both of these areas
• My goal is to get a bunch of transcripts collected by the end of the semester
• Hopefully this can be done in a creative way using the Turk
Website

• If you would like to try out Pragbot 2.1, you can go to the website and play a game
  – Plus we would love your transcript!
• http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~muri/pragbot2.html
Thanks!

- Demo
- Questions?